How do we Doccle?
Doccle is an innovative online digital solution where end users can connect once with their suppliers
and do their administration one click, online and mobile. Today Doccle is an energetic and dynamic
scale up that already works with leading companies as customers as well as partners. The
foundations are firmly anchored.
We are constantly on the lookout for passionate colleagues who want to grow our organization.
Test Engineer
We are currently looking for a motivated person to join our team as a hands-on Test Engineer.
What you will do:
-

Take responsibility for quality assurance of our product as the final gatekeeper before
Production, by validating both functional and non-functional acceptance criteria of any
change

-

Create test cases and prepare test data. Interact with your colleagues of the agile
development team and report on progress of your test case execution.

-

Write test scripts to increase test coverage of our product in line with our automation
strategy

-

Increase quality and release frequency in our continuous delivery process as your ultimate
mission

Who you are:
-

You are
o A true team-player
o A natural born communicator
o Obsessed with quality
o Self-organized
o Fluent in English

-

You have
o Experience transforming acceptance criteria into functional and non-functional test
cases
o A solid understanding of the software development lifecycle and testing
methodologies specifically
o Experience working with test automation (eg Selenium, Cucumber and Java) or a
strong willingness to acquire these skills
o Experience testing web API’s (eg Postman or comparable)
o Experience with load tests based on JMeter scripts is a plus
o Experience with mobile test automation is a plus (eg Appium & Browserstack)
o A ‘let’s get this done’ mentality and an eagerness to expand your knowledge
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Do you recognize yourself in this description? Don’t hesitate to contact us!

What we offer:
-

A chance to be a part of an innovative, rapidly expanding team
A competitive salary with extralegal benefits

Contact
Please contact David Saliën (David.salien@doccle.be) for more info on this job.
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